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where to start

The DOCK CHAIR was conceived after
days of sketching on a dock on Lake
Tahoe. You have to be ready for
inspiration to hit anywhere anytime.
The following pages contain
sketches showing the evolution.

sketches

CAD
I designed multiple
iterations of my chair in
CAD so that I could
easily play with angles,
sizes and geometries
until aesthetically it
looked and felt right.

sits-like prototypes
Creating sits-like prototypes allowed
me to optimize my chair’s
dimensions to ensure ergonomic
comfort and aesthetic, proportional
appearance.

sits likes

I added various wedges
and shims to my sits-like
prototype until it fit my
body perfectly.

materials
Before choosing materials I
designed. I think this is an incredible
important takeaway: don’t let
materials or manufacturing restraints
hinder your design process. Design
what you want, what feels right and
what instinctively looks aesthetically
proportional.
I chose to use a hollow square tube
stock frame, bent and welded and
attached with brazed solid round
steel stock. The chair shape could
only be accomplished with
laminated, molded plywood. I love
the juxtaposition of dark and light
and chose steel because of its light
almost disappearing quality and
walnut because I could finish it with a
dark oiled finish.

bill of materials
description

detail

qty

each

total

square 4130 steel
tube stock

2” x 1/2” x 70”

2

10

20

round 4130 steel
solid stock

1/2” x 24”

2

5

10

oak ply veneer

4’ x 8’, 2-ply

3

70

210

walnut ply veneer

4’ x 8’, 2-ply

1

90

90

west systems
epoxy 205/207

gallon

1

150

150

west systems
pumps

specific for epoxy
system

1

10

10

steel t-nut inserts

3/8”, 10-24

100

10

10

sand paper belts 60, 120, 180 grits

10

6

60

matte clear coat

1

6

6

Krylo

total $566

prototyping
Prototyping was an incredibly
necessary step in my process and
should be done as early as possible.
I was consistently wishing I had
started prototyping.

Using water and a heat gun allowed
me to bend the chipboard into
various shapes.

I used laser cut chipboard to
prototype the seat and laser cut
birch-ply to prototype the leg
supports and cross-beams.
Laser cutting the chipboard
allowed me to make very small
iterative changes until I was
happy with all the proportions.

These prototyping methods allowed
me to prototype different molded
plywood variations quickly and often.

I used paper to prototype in
full scale how the wood would
bend on the legs, which I also
planned to use as the buck. I
also prototyped a full scale
chair with laser cut chipboard.

fabrication
I attempted to make the bends I had
designed but was unable to match
them using the tools at my disposal
(ring roller and Diacro tube bender).
I had my steel metal parts bent by a
metal fabricator in San Jose called
Master Metal. They charged me
about $300 to bend and weld 2-sets
of supports.

I cut the 1/2” round stock
cross bars to length so that
they would bottom out on
the inside of each support.
I would probably
recommend against this
next time because they
can be heard scraping
inside when I adjust my
weight on the chair.
I used the mill to drill and
countersink the holes in
the front support cross
beam for the seat screws
to go through. It would
have been great to have
been able to properly line
up the holes with the chair
in place but that would
have required everything
being done at the same
time, which in this time
frame was impossible.
To attach the two support
legs together I first drilled
holes in them using a
center drill and 1/2” bit on
the drill press. I pounded
in the round stock and was
lucky enough to have a
friend who is very skilled at
brazing silver braze them
into place. I first tried
brass brazing but it
required too much heat.

the buck
I used my metal fabricated based as
the base of my buck and added a
clamped and mitered wood support
system around it. I basically just
wanted to mold the veneers around
the wood with bent points so that it
wouldn’t buckle but instead curve
gradually.

laminating
The laminating process was new to
me and I would highly recommend
practicing with scrap before doing
the final lay-up. That said, I helped 3
other classmates lay up their veneers
before doing my own and that
exposed me to the process and
fixturing I would need to use in order
to laminate my seat.

It is important to protect the outer-facing veneers, in
my case the walnut veneers. I used Gorilla packing
tape which was TOO STICKY. Don’t use it. It would
have been much easier and would have saved me
about 10 hours of finishing time to use a less sticky,
conventional packing tape or painters tape.

I decided to use 9 layers of double-layer alternating
grain veneers to fabricate my seat, 7 oak for the
inner layers and 2 walnut for the top and bottom.
This afforded a lower overall cost and simplified
sourcing veneers as I shared with other students.
At first I was considering using 11 layers but after
observing a few other layups, 9 layers seemed like it
would be supportive enough for my geometry.

I had to create a specially shaped vacuum bag to accommodate the bends in
the arms. Unfolded it looked a bit like a person’s torso, arms hanging by his
sides. This allowed the bag to slide between the arms and the seat when the
seat was bent and fixtured into position. I used about 20 quick clamps to fixture
everything into position and they worked great.
This is a video of the layup process. I would highly recommend having at least
2 or 3 helpers when you lay up. It’s nice to have one constantly mixing epoxy
while another is helping spread and cary each layer into position. I applied
epoxy to every side of every layer except the top and bottom (outside faces
sides of the walnut veneers). You don’t need too much, just enough to coat
each layer. Too much will seep out the sides. Getting any epoxy on the tape
sealing areas will prevent sealing. It’s good to shoot to get this step done in
about 30-40 minutes, including fixturing.

I used a long sheet of fibrous synthetic cloth inside the
bag and over the free end of the vacuum tube to allow
it to pull a vacuum through the whole bag. That is the
white sheet in the photo above.
It’s also important to have scraps of wood around to
put between the clamps or between supporting fixture
elements and the chair to increase bend radiuses if
you need to. I created the lumbar bend in the back of
my chair with 6 pieces of thin duron stacked on each
other and wedged between the back of the chair and
the fixturing 2x4.

fixturing
One thing I figured out early on was
how to fixture. This step is easily
overlooked but is also incredibly
important. If you make two separate
parts and they can only be attached
with epoxy and can’t be separated
afterwards for maintenance it’s a
failure in engineering and design.

I used a forstner bit to drill the to the outer size of the
inserts so that they would sit flush in the laminated ply.
I then used an endmill to drill the smaller hole for the
tip of the insert to sit in. I did this all on the drill press
to keep the holes in alignment. I then epoxied and
pounded the inserts into their holes before continuing
to sand.

finishing
Finishing was the most timeconsuming and frustrating stage in
my chair’s fabrication. The tape
residue was incredibly difficult to get
off and after trying various solvents,
used mineral spirits to rub it off. It
still took about 10 extra hours to
remove. I also sanded the leg
suports with a belt sander and
60-220 grit paper and then 320 grit
by hand. This left the desired
brushed finished.

I used a Skill belt sander with very coarse grit belts (10
@ 6 dollars each) to finish the metal base. I then
finished with 2 layers of Krylo Matte clear coat,
sanding with the fine white Scotch-Brite pads in
between. If the spray coat drips at all, let it dry and
then sand it down with your final grit sand paper then
re-coat.

The dark spots in the photo above are where the
epoxy seeped under the tape. You must use a chisel
or razor blade to very carefully peel them off. I found
using a razor blade in my hand allowed me to
maneuver around better and slice them off evenly.

I finished the chair with 3 coatings of heated Boiled
Linseed Oil. I sanded with the same white Scotchbrite pads in between letting each coating set for 24
hours. I put on a bit of excess oil for the first layer and
let it sit for about 15 minutes before wiping off any
puddles. This allowed it to fully absorb into the wood
and begin to fill gaps in the grain.

I used an orbital sander to sand down the sides of the
chair until there were no gaps and no visible epoxy.
The orbital is also great for reshaping the edges if
necessary. I had to use jewelers files to sand down
between the arms and the seats and finished these
areas with folded over 80-120-220 grit sand paper.
I also used the orbital with 320 grit sand paper to
finish the surface of the chair, being extra-careful to
not sand through the out layer of veneer. It could
actually take more sanding than I thought and left a
nice even and soft surface.

THE
DOCK
CHAIR
The Dock Lounge is inspired by
the elegance of the Eames
Lounge Chair and explores how
to create a visually simple,
comfortable and multifunctional
piece of furniture. Viewed from
the front, the lounge yearns to be
sat in and from the side, it
silently slips into the landscape
of any living room.

last words of advice
•
•
•
•

sketch as much as possible, many different designs, iterations and versions
make models and physical prototypes as early as you can
build a sits like prototype to finalize dimensions
use CAD not to design but to easily make quick angle and geometry changes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

practice laminating veneer early so you understand the process
don’t use extra-sticky tape on the outer layers of veneer — normal packing tape is enough
don’t get any epoxy on the sticky material used to make the bags
ethanol can remove epoxy from bag but will also make the tape not sticky
make sure your buck doesn’t have any pinch points, use scraps to disperse pressure
have scraps on hand to create lumbar and other subtle bend features
clamp and fixture before pulling a full vacuum
use perforated cloth around the hose of the vacuum to disperse suction
remove from vacuum bag and take off tape as soon as possible after epoxy has set.
when finishing with boiled linseed oil, sand with white scotch brite pad in between coats

•

brazing solid round stock to tube stock requires too much heat for brass brazing, so use silver
instead
don’t let round bar stock bottom out in tube stock because it will rub as it shifts
be careful sanding brazed joints as they can easily break with lots of vibration and shearing
use a belt sander with metal sand paper to sand steel so that sanding lines all go in the same
directions
finish at a higher grit by hand
when clear coating with Krylo spray paint, spray a light layer from about 6 inches away — if it drips,
don’t try to wipe it, let it set and sand it down with high grit sand paper.
brush clear coat with white scotch-brits pads only

•
•
•
•
•
•

chair-in-a-week
I built a chair in a week at the
beginning of the design process to
get an idea of what it takes to design
and build a functioning chair. I
modeled it after an adirondack chair
and made it a goal to use all the
material provided: 2 2x4x8’s and a
half sheet of plywood.

